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ABSTRACT

Many low- and middle-income countries facing high levels of antimicrobial resistance, and the associated morbidity from ineffective treatment, also have a high burden of tuberculosis. Over recent decades many countries have developed effective laboratory and information systems for tuberculosis control. In this paper we describe how existing tuberculosis laboratory systems can be expanded to accommodate antimicrobial resistance functions. We show how such expansion in services may benefit tuberculosis case-finding and laboratory capacity through integration of laboratory services. We further summarize the synergies between high-level strategies on tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance control. These provide a potential platform for the integration of programmes and illustrate how integration at the health-service delivery level for diagnostic services could occur in practice in a low- and middle-income setting. Many potential mutual benefits of integration exist, in terms of accelerated scale-up of diagnostic testing towards rational use of antimicrobial drugs as well as optimal use of resources and sharing of experience. Integration of vertical disease programmes with separate funding streams is not without challenges, however, and we also discuss barriers to integration and identify opportunities and incentives to overcome these.

Introduction

Public health programmes that address the threats of antimicrobial resistance and of tuberculosis are major contributors towards gains in global health.1,2 Unlike tuberculosis, antimicrobial resistance is not specifically mentioned in the health targets of United Nations’ sustainable development goal 3.3 Both health issues, however, are encompassed in the overarching goal of
ensuring healthy lives and promoting well-being for all. The globally endorsed End Tuberculosis strategy\(^4\) and Global Action Plan on Antimicrobial Resistance\(^5\) also agree on universal health coverage and collaboration between diverse stakeholders to achieve their objectives.

Despite potential synergies between them, antimicrobial resistance and tuberculosis have until recently been positioned as separate global health issues, and efforts aimed at controlling both remain primarily vertical (disease-specific). Integration across programme components has therefore been limited, possibly leading to economic inefficiencies and suboptimal service delivery. This is exemplified most clearly by the initial decision to exclude *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* from the global priority list of antibiotic-resistant bacteria,\(^6\) even though estimates suggest that by the year 2050 drug resistant tuberculosis will be responsible for 2.6 million of the total 10 million annual deaths associated with antimicrobial resistance.\(^1,7\) The protests and concerns raised following this decision eventually lead to the inclusion of *M. tuberculosis* within the priority list, highlighting the importance of integrating activities aimed at addressing both health issues.\(^8\) A non-systematic review of studies on integration of programmes on maternal and child health, human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), sexually transmitted infections and tuberculosis found that integration increased uptake of services.\(^9\)

Several antimicrobial agents used to treat tuberculosis are also used for management of other infectious diseases. These include fluoroquinolone antibiotics, which are used not only for tuberculosis but also for respiratory, urinary and enteric infections. A systematic review and meta-analysis found that use of fluoroquinolones in patients with respiratory infections delayed the diagnosis of tuberculosis by nearly 2 weeks,\(^10\) thus emphasizing the interdependence of antimicrobial resistance and tuberculosis control efforts. Given such overlap, exposure to antimicrobial drugs risks development of resistance in other microorganisms.\(^11\)

In this paper we summarize some opportunities and challenges to integration of tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance programmes. We first summarize the synergies between high-level strategies on tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance control. These provide a potential platform for the integration of programmes and illustrate how integration at the health-service delivery level for diagnostic services could occur in practice in a low and middle-
income setting. We then discuss barriers to integration and identify opportunities and incentives to overcome these.

Synergies between programmes
Both the End Tuberculosis strategy and Global Action Plan on Antimicrobial Resistance aim to improve health and control infectious diseases and, in particular, to limit the spread of drug resistance. Therefore, despite differences in their organizational structure and funding streams, integrating certain activities will result in better use of resources and increase the likelihood of achieving mutual goals. The End Tuberculosis strategy already recognizes the importance of collaboration with other initiatives and programmes; in most countries, for example, tuberculosis programmes have experience of collaboration with HIV programmes. Similarly, many antimicrobial resistance programmes are being built on a One Health approach, recognizing the importance of engaging multiple partners, including those outside of the human health sector.

Partial integration between individual health programmes can be achieved through linkages and collaborations, but full integration requires integration across the components of governance, financing, service delivery and information systems. Integration between tuberculosis control and antimicrobial resistance programmes at the global level could promote shared activities within countries to achieve mutual benefits for both programmes (Box 1).

Integration of laboratory services
Over the last decade those involved in tuberculosis control have developed important new diagnostic tools and established quality-assured laboratory systems. As a result, detection of tuberculosis and in particular drug-resistant tuberculosis has greatly increased. Tuberculosis control planners have experience in developing laboratory systems towards better quality assurance systems (such as in handling of sputum smears), standardized record-keeping and logistics support (including internet connectivity, reporting to national programmes, supply chain management and coordination of laboratory functions). These experiences could be leveraged to strengthen diagnostic laboratories involved in antimicrobial resistance testing and surveillance. Indeed, the major initial focus of antimicrobial resistance control strategies is on surveillance,
with large investments now being made to strengthen the often weak surveillance of antimicrobial resistance in low- and middle-income countries.\textsuperscript{14}

A tuberculosis laboratory network generally has a tiered structure,\textsuperscript{15} with microscopy at the basic level, mycobacterial culture at the intermediate level, and culture as well as drug sensitivity testing at the reference laboratory level. Peripheral laboratories can offer point-of-care tests that will help to decrease antibiotic misuse by establishing when diseases have a viral cause. At the intermediate level, laboratories can share culture and antibiotic susceptibility testing capacities to provide public health facilities with appropriate antimicrobial resistance diagnostics. Reference laboratories can contribute to confirmation of bacterial resistance and to surveillance for emerging resistance mechanisms in pathogens. Laboratories in the tuberculosis network have well-established quality management systems and biomedical and biosafety infrastructures and, by using the same facilities for antimicrobial resistance, can bypass the need to create expensive systems in new laboratories dedicated to antimicrobial resistance.

Such a structure lends itself well to close cooperation and integration with antimicrobial resistance programmes. Several diagnostic tools currently in use for diagnosis of antimicrobial resistance, as well as existing infrastructure and human resources, could be adapted to facilitate the integration of services, and delivered in accordance with the level and expertise available at the relevant tuberculosis laboratories (Fig. 1). In remote areas where laboratory access for diagnosis of infectious diseases is limited, services provided by the most basic tuberculosis microscopy centres could be expanded to include point-of-care testing for common infections. Some examples of point-of-care tests that could be incorporated into existing tuberculosis diagnostic services include malaria diagnosis, microscopy or dipstick testing for urinary tract infections as well as pneumococcal and \textit{Legionella} antigen tests. This approach would be strengthened when combined with referral of specimens for culture and sensitivity testing and initiation of appropriate treatment to control further spread of resistant organisms. Recently, rapid molecular tests for tuberculosis are being added, particularly at the intermediate and reference levels but in some cases also at the basic laboratory level. This system is underpinned by logistics support and greater efforts to expand connectivity for reporting and monitoring within the network. At the international level, the tuberculosis laboratory network is supported
by several supranational reference laboratories that provide training and on-the-ground assistance and advice as required.

Increasing the breadth of services provided by tuberculosis laboratories could be used to strengthen antimicrobial resistance diagnostic testing and surveillance. Currently, one of the most widely used rapid molecular test for detection of *M. tuberculosis* is Xpert® MTB-RIF (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, United States of America). The Xpert® technology, however, could also be used for the rapid diagnosis of several other bacterial and viral infections. The repertoire of infectious disease diagnostics is constantly expanding, based on new technologies including microfluidics and film arrays. These could easily be placed in integrated intermediate level laboratories, with a wider test menu towards guided antimicrobial therapy. Finally, many of the supranational tuberculosis reference laboratories have already confirmed that they could expand susceptibility testing for other pathogens if funding were available. Their expanded role could be leveraged as an opportunity towards self-sustainability by adding to the core competency of each laboratory and also an expanded role for tuberculosis laboratory networks.

Another advantage is that the broader infrastructure could be shared between tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance programmes. Low-resource settings face infrastructure challenges to providing laboratory services. These include shortages of trained laboratory staff; lack of access to biomedical technical support; problems with installing, validating, certifying and servicing laboratory equipment; difficulties in specimen transport; difficulties in data connectivity and management; and challenges to maintaining biosafety levels. While laboratory networks can be resource-intensive and expensive to run, they do lend themselves to serving more than one health programme, allowing for optimal use of resources. For example, establishment of an efficient and far-reaching specimen referral network has been explored by investigators in Ethiopia and Uganda, and shown to be effective for multiple diseases, including tuberculosis, HIV and hepatitis. Therefore, establishing shared laboratory spaces, equipment and supplies, human resources and transport systems would be mutually beneficial to both tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance programmes and improve universal access to diagnostics for the population served.
Benefits of integrated services
Integration of certain services in joint laboratories could have benefits for both tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance programmes. In low-resource settings, expanding the scope of tests within the existing tuberculosis laboratory network would increase patients’ access to diagnostics and encourage rational use of antimicrobials. A recent study on the impact of rapid diagnostic tests for malaria in Africa and Asia demonstrated that while rapid diagnosis reduced antimalarial drug use, it also resulted in over-prescription of antimicrobial agents.\textsuperscript{25} This highlights the importance of not only enhancing access to diagnostics but also coordinating between disease-specific laboratory networks and antimicrobial resistance control programmes.

Integration will also enhance the capacity of the tuberculosis laboratory network, enabling the facilities and staff to function beyond a single disease area, and thereby serve a larger population of patients. Broadening the patient population served by joint laboratories for tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance may also help to address the challenge of low research and development funding for tuberculosis diagnostics.\textsuperscript{26} As tuberculosis progresses towards elimination, for-profit companies see limited scope for financial returns on developing new diagnostics for the disease. Investing in diagnostics may be more attractive if companies are able to cater to a larger population with emerging diseases of various etiologies. For example, industry reports estimate that the market value of diagnostics for infectious diseases was worth 14.45 billion United States dollars (US$) in 2016 and expected to reach US$ 21.13 billion by 2021, with the global worth of point-of-care diagnostics expected to reach US$ 1.9 billion by 2025.\textsuperscript{27,28} With sufficient investment in research and development, there are opportunities for advancements in laboratory medicine.

Many of the new tests being developed (including those for tuberculosis) are of low complexity and performed near the patient or at the point of care,\textsuperscript{29} which is more convenient and less costly for patients. The focus on patient-centred approaches has also led to the development of multiplex devices designed to rapidly detect a variety of bacterial, viral or fungal pathogens in a single test.\textsuperscript{30} Currently many of these technologies are of moderate complexity, requiring technical expertise that make them more suitable for intermediate or referral
laboratories. Developments are underway, however, to make such tests more affordable and to bring them nearer to the point of care.

Newer, more expensive antibiotics are being developed to replace those made redundant due to high levels of drug resistance. From the perspective of an antimicrobial resistance programme these developments will also increase the need to improve access to effective diagnostic tools to rule out differential diagnoses.

Barriers to integration
A longstanding challenge is how to integrate individual vertical disease control programmes with other vertical programmes and into primary health-care services.\textsuperscript{31,32} Concerns about the effects of integration on disease-specific funding and on human resources are common across many vertical programmes, such as those for tuberculosis, malaria, deworming and HIV.\textsuperscript{33} In the case of tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance, challenges to integration may arise because powerful stakeholders (such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria for tuberculosis and the Global Health Security Agenda focused on antibiotic resistance) largely operate independently of each other. Increasing integration between programmes would, by definition, require some relinquishing of disease-specific resources to a common fund. The efficiencies achieved from joint service delivery would also likely result in job losses if human resource posts are merged, for example among laboratory staff who can perform diagnosis for both antimicrobial resistance and tuberculosis, and this could be a source of conflict.

With different funding and accountability systems, the specific targets and institutional structures of programmes at the country level are also likely to be different. Coordination and communication across national tuberculosis control programmes, surveillance agencies and laboratory services departments will be essential. This will require governance structures at the global and national levels so as to better integrate activities between programmes. Vertical programmes often work towards very focused targets.\textsuperscript{34} Therefore, ensuring shared responsibility for mutually beneficial disease control targets, such as the number of symptomatic patients receiving point-of-care testing or the costs of diagnosis of patients, would be important. Developing integrated targets may work as one of the mechanisms to incentivize collaboration
and integration of services. A study from India illustrated how a vertical disease control programme with an explicit policy of strengthening local health systems helped to facilitate integration of vertical programmes.\(^{35}\)

Technical guidelines for diagnostic and antimicrobial stewardship will need to be redesigned, despite possible differences of opinion between disease-specific technical experts.\(^{36,37}\) Currently, tuberculosis laboratories embedded within a well-structured vertical programme have clear policies and guidelines for testing, interpreting results and treating patients. If tuberculosis laboratory services are to be expanded, guidelines on the use of diagnostics, information reporting protocols and management structures need to be updated. Such integration will require acceptance of new roles and new ways of working by the staff in laboratory systems. It will also create opportunities for accessing a larger patient population with a wider spectrum of infections, along with engaging health-care providers from various specialties and government bodies from different sectors. This can only be achieved through coordinated planning by antimicrobial resistance and tuberculosis control programmes at the country level; for example, to include managing the expanded remit of staff and their training in the use of a wider set of technologies.

**Conclusions**

Integration of the nascent antimicrobial resistance programmes within the well established vertical disease control programmes is currently limited. This results in missed opportunities for greater efficiency and better patient-centred care. The World Health Organization has highlighted gaps in coordination of information management systems in antimicrobial resistance programmes, such as for electronic reporting and tools for standardized surveillance.\(^{38}\)

Given the shift from conventional diagnostic tools to newer point-of-care tests and the large investments in antimicrobial resistance surveillance,\(^{14}\) we need to review the current role of diagnostic laboratories associated with disease-specific programmes. As newer multiplex point-of-care tests become increasingly available, the concept of programmes limited to diagnosis of a single disease will require rethinking. We argue that the tuberculosis laboratory system, with its strong microbiology expertise and infrastructure, is particularly well placed to contribute towards
antimicrobial resistance control. Nevertheless, integration of disease-specific programmes, which are not unique to tuberculosis, also faces longstanding barriers.

Many potential mutual benefits of integration exist, in terms of accelerated scale-up of diagnostic testing towards rational use of antimicrobial drugs as well as optimal use of resources. To scale-up activities, it would be prudent for governments to build on the existing regulatory frameworks, surveillance systems, infection control systems, laboratory infrastructure and human resources that are already in place to manage tuberculosis. Diagnostic tools, logistics and technologies for sharing data can be used to link programmes at the country level towards a stronger programme to control antimicrobial resistance including in tuberculosis. Not only would antimicrobial resistance programmes gain from the tuberculosis laboratory system, but tuberculosis programmes themselves would benefit from the political attention and funding currently being directed towards antimicrobial resistance.

In addition to the focus on budgets and resources, combined or integrated inter-programme activities bring other advantages. The main goal in partnerships in public health has been ensuring the future sustainability of programmes. By forging a partnership between antimicrobial resistance and tuberculosis control programmes within countries’ governing structures, common goals will be safeguarded through a strengthened oversight mechanism. Moreover, programme integration presents opportunities to direct the focus of policy-makers towards the issue of antimicrobial resistance, which has so far met with limited success. Advocacy efforts to influence pharmaceutical regulation, formulary restrictions and use of growth promoters in the veterinary industry could be intensified. Public health messages released by control programmes are useful catalysts for behavioural change in communities. Reinforcement of such messages from tuberculosis clinics, as well as hospitals and clinics involved in antimicrobial resistance control efforts, is likely to lead to faster and more durable changes in antibiotic use, attitudes to infection prevention and general health awareness.
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Box 1. **Benefits of integration between programmes for tuberculosis control and antimicrobial resistance**

- Efficient use of resources currently allocated to separate tuberculosis control and antimicrobial resistance programmes towards coordinated prevention and control strategies.

- Sharing of expertise, local experience and existing resources, such as staff and health facilities, to enhance outcomes for both tuberculosis control and antimicrobial resistance programmes.

- Development of synergistic technical packages covering clinical guidelines, diagnostic pathways and tools, infection control and prevention, and evidence-based priority interventions. These could work towards controlling resistance in the *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* complex as well as bacteria in the global list of antibiotic-resistant priority pathogens.\(^6\)

- Greater advocacy and political attention for both tuberculosis and antimicrobial resistance. Collaboration could intensify efforts towards improving the quality of care delivered by informal health-care providers, regulating the pharmaceutical industry and controlling the use of growth promoters in the veterinary industry.

- Reduced reliance on external resources, through integrating tuberculosis control and antimicrobial resistance programmes within the national structures of high-burden countries. In this way common goals would be safeguarded through a strengthened oversight mechanism.
Fig. 1. **Diagnostic tools currently in use at different levels of tuberculosis diagnostic facilities**

**Local laboratories**

- **Tuberculosis services:**
  - Smear microscopy
  - Xpert® MTB/RIF system for tuberculosis diagnosis
  - Electronic reporting systems

- **Potential antimicrobial resistance services:**
  - Xpert® system for diagnosis of other infections (enterovirus; *Clostridium difficile*; hepatitis B virus; hepatitis C virus; human immunodeficiency virus; *Chlamydia trachomatis* & *Neisseria gonorrhoeae*; influenza & respiratory syncytial virus)
  - Xpert® for drug resistance testing (carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae; methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus*)
  - Point-of-care tests for detection of infections (FebriDx® Myxovirus resistance protein A & ImmunoPoC® urine dipstick; immunochromatographic test for malaria; urinary antigen tests e.g. pneumococcus, *Legionella*)

**Intermediate laboratories**

- **Tuberculosis services:**
  - *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* identification & drug susceptibility testing
  - Liquid drug sensitivity testing (mycobacteria growth indicator tube)
  - Line-probe assays

- **Potential antimicrobial resistance services:**
  - Blood automatic cultures (miniBACTEC®); sputum cultures for bacterial pneumonia
  - Drug susceptibility testing (disk diffusion; VITEK® or Microscan® or agar dilution; Etest® minimum inhibitory concentration tests).
  - Line-probe assays (*Helicobacter pylori*)
  - Film-array tests (meningitis; respiratory & gastrointestinal infections; blood cultures).

**Reference laboratories**

- **Tuberculosis services:**
  - *Mycobacterium tuberculosis* & nontuberculous mycobacteria identification & drug susceptibility testing
  - Minimum inhibitory concentration testing
  - Possibly genotyping or sequencing services

- **Potential antimicrobial resistance services:**
  - Organism identification by matrix-assisted laser desorption-ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry & sequencing
  - Reference minimum inhibitory concentration testing
  - Population analysis profiling

Better quality management systems, biomedical engineering capacity & biosafety infrastructure
Notes: The following are trademark technologies: Xpert® (Cepheid, Sunnyvale, United States of America; USA); FebriDx® (RPS Diagnostics; Sarasota, USA); ImmunoPoC (MeMed Diagnostics, Israel); BACTEC (Becton Dickinson Diagnostics, Sparks, USA); VITEK® (bioMérieux, Marcy-l'Étoile, France); Microscan® (Beckman Coulter, Brea, USA); Etest® (bioMérieux, Marcy l'Etoile, France).